RACK ROOM PATCHING FROM GRAD SUITES

Use this LONG Blue Patch cable in the suite with the BNC adapter on it.
Put the "blue" cable, the long BNC cable with the BNC to patch...
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Pattchout of the duck you want to use.
Pattch in to tile 1 to the CMR back.
Go to the CM BRack Room -- (you will need a key)
Tech Staff has the key.

Patch Out of EDIT G
V-01
Patch in to the SPARE DA 2 IN
In this case, we are going to patch into Studio C or LAB C.

Lab = Studio (naming)

If you want to verify signal from the suite first before labo
Put the patch cable back to the studio you want to playback.
Now go to the studio. You must get tech staff to open the AV rack in the studio.

Use a BNC cable and patch out of CERTIE 2.
PATCH HD-SDI VIDEO TO THE ADJACENT RACK
NOT IN THE SAME RACK so you need a longer BNC CABLE.
On the Crestron Touch Panel:

1. Press Auxiliary Input and then choose the HD-SDI check box.

If you are having trouble...
in you see the image go off and on and or hear a high pitched sound frequency you might need
to reboot the Bright Eye
Mito power cycle it.

Unplug it.

It's located in the A/V Rack on the top shelf.